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TIME TO PAWS AND REFLECT

but it also brought out the best in our team. I had
known we are a resilient group, but was more evident
than during the last twelve months.
The pandemic entirely shut down events and adoption centres; it required massive process changes to
accommodate safe distancing in other areas of our
operations. Fortunately, our volunteers took all the
changes in stride and we carried on.
One unexpected result of the pandemic was the huge
increase in the demand for pet companions. In a rare
positive outcome of COVID-19, we increased our
adoption rate by 20 percent. However, this increase
in demand caused a substantial increase in the volume of requests and inquiries, which has been extremely challenging to manage.
The tenacity of Forgotten Ones volunteers in weathering the pandemic has served us well and, like everyone, I am hopeful that the worst will soon be behind
us! Stay well and stay safe!

Happy Spring! The arrival of
spring in Canada brings a
mood of celebration and,
this year more than ever, we
welcome the warmer weather and sunshine with a
sense of rejuvenation. For
many of us, COVID restrictions are still in place,
which makes the opportunity to spend time outside
all the more appreciated. The first flowers are starting
to bloom, leaves are emerging, and the colourful
birds are returning from the south.
The COVID-19 pandemic has put new and unforeseen pressures on individuals, businesses, and charities. Over the last year, Forgotten Ones volunteers
had to incorporate new processes in every aspect of
our operations. It has definitely been difficult at times,

~ Laura Wyatt, Director, Forgotten Ones Cat Rescue
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very clear that Rascal and Smudge had chosen us.
I think what we love most about Smudge and Rascal
is their brotherly bond. We had never adopted two
cats at once before, but we discussed and read that
bonded cats transition better to their new home.
After seeing this first-hand, we are so glad we did
adopt two kittens together.
Rascal is simply that—his playful and mischievous
ways get him in predicaments that make you just
shake your head. He is the more affectionate of the
two and the clumsier—we have never come across a
cat so unsteady on its feet.
Smudge is more reserved, not as rambunctious, and
will make it known to his brother that he is not in the
mood for his shenanigans. He also makes it clear
that his brother is not the boss of him—despite
Rascal’s attempts to gain that status.
Smudge and Rascal are both very social, a
testament to the care they received prior to coming
to our home. They never leave each other’s side—or
ours, for that matter—and are a very welcome
addition to our family.

Rascal

In 2019 we wanted to adopt a cat and we found
Forgotten Ones during our online search. After
reading about the volunteers’ work, their community
spirit and involvement, we decided that Forgotten
Ones was for us.
We wanted Smudge and Rascal after visiting them in
their foster home. They were just kittens and their
mother was an affectionate and sweet cat, and it
warmed our hearts to know her babies shared this
characteristic. During our first visit, there were several
kittens to chose from, but subsequent visits made it

~ Lorie & Geoff
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Telling Looks
Research carried out by the University of Guelph in
Ontario, Canada, revealed that some people are veritable "cat whisperers," who excel at deciphering the
subtle differences in cats' faces that reveal mood.

CAN YOU TELL WHAT THIS
CAT IS FEELING?
It’s surprising how much we can tell
about a cat’s mood from reading
their body language. A cat's eyes,
ears, mouth, tail, and posture are
all used when your pet tries to
communicate how they are
feeling, whether they are content,
happy to see you, scared,
anxious, or angry.

Many cat owners know how to read their cat’s body
language. An anxious or fearful cat might crouch down to
the ground, arch its back, lower its head, and flatten its
ears. A content cat might approach you with tail up, body
and head in a neutral position, and ears forward. When
resting, a relaxed cat will often tuck its paws in, or lie on its
side with its legs stretched out.
However, when it comes to understanding how a cat is
feeling by its facial expressions, a University of Guelph
study found there are only a limited number of people who
have this skill.
The study was conducted by Professor Lee Niel, who led
the study along with Professor Georgia Mason. Both are
professors with the University of Guelph’s Campbell Centre
for the Study of Animal Welfare. They worked on the study
with post-doctoral researchers Jenna Cheal and Lauren
Dawson.
“The ability to read animals’ facial expressions is critical to
welfare assessment. Our finding that some people are
outstanding at reading these subtle clues suggests it’s a
skill more people can be trained to do,” said Professor Niel.
Previous findings regarding readings cats' faces had
focused solely on expressions of pain, but the results of this
study were much more explicit. "This study is the first to
look at the assessment of a wider range of negative
emotional states in animals, including fear and frustration,
as well as positive emotional states," Professor Mason
stated.
The research was published in the November 2019 issue of
Animal Welfare and received extensive media coverage.
The findings were featured in national and international
media outlets, including the Washington Post, Daily Mail,
CBC, and CTV.
The Research
To collect data, the research team created an online survey
to explore people’s abilities to detect positive and negative
emotions in cats. The survey involved participants watching
short video clips of close-up cat faces, taken from various
positive and negative situations. After watching the videos,
participants were asked if they thought the cat was feeling
positive or negative emotions.
Finding video clips of cats was relatively easy, as there was
an abundance of research material among the thousands of
cat videos on YouTube. The team chose videos that
showed cats experiencing either positive emotional states
(situations the cats had sought out, such as being petted or
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given treats) or negative emotional states (such as
experiencing health problems or being in situations that
made them retreat or flee). Each video focused on the cat’s
face—its eyes, muzzle, and mouth. None of the cats showed
expressions of fear, such as bared fangs or flattened ears,
since these facial expressions are already widely
understood.
The videos were edited down to a few seconds and almost
everything except for the cat's face was cropped out. Audio
and visual signals that might indicate an emotion, such as
hissing, were removed from the video clips to avoid
influencing participants’ decisions.
Eventually a list of 20 video clips was produced. Mason's
own cats, Sylvie and Luke, both made the cut.
The next step was for the team to put the clips on the
internet, with a question beneath asking if the cat was happy,
unhappy, or simply inscrutable. They received 11,000
responses in 10 days—the responses were primarily from
Canadians, but 85 countries were represented.
The Results
In the end, 6,300 responses were analyzed and most
participants found the test challenging. The average score
was 12 out of 20, or somewhat above pure chance. But 13
percent of the participants performed very well, correctly
scoring 15 or better—a group the researchers informally
called the “cat whisperers.”
These people were more likely to be women than men, and
more likely to be veterinarians or vet technicians. Younger
adults also generally scored better than older adults.
"The fact that women generally scored better than men is
consistent with previous research that has shown that
women appear to be better at decoding non-verbal displays
of emotion, both in humans and dogs," said Mason.
Surprisingly, being a cat lover made no difference at all,
since reporting a strong attachment to cats did not
necessarily result in a higher score.
The Study’s Significance
The finding that some people are skilled at reading cats'
faces suggests that others could be trained to do it. Previous
research has shown that cats are taken to the vet less often
than dogs, and are handled differently during appointments.
If a cat’s facial expressions can be interpreted more
accurately, veterinary staff and pet owners might be able to
better understand a cat’s needs and preferences, in the clinic
and at home.
"This is important to be able to do because it could help
strengthen the bond between owners and cats, and so
improve cat care and welfare," said Niel.
Cheal agrees that their research can be invaluable: “There is
little research on cats, even though they are a huge part of
so many people’s lives. I think this is a good step towards
knowing our companions better.”
Do you think you could be a cat whisperer? You can test
your cat-reading abilities by taking this interactive quiz.
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PEOPLE & PETS LOVE YOUTUBE!
Cat videos are among the mostviewed content on the web.
According to Google, users
around the world watched clips
with “Videos for Cats” in the title
more than 55 million times in
2019.
Interestingly, cats themselves are
not averse to the odd YouTube
binge. Pet owners regularly
screen hours-long YouTube
videos for their feline friends to
watch while they're busy or out
of the house.
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Cats Who Serve and Purr-tect
Police dogs have been employed for more than 100
years, and their heroic efforts have been the subject of books,
movies, and TV shows. What you might not be as aware of is
that cats have also been employed by police services, but
have rarely been in the limelight. There are several police
departments throughout the world that use cats to help their
staff protect and serve more effectively—and it would be
criminal not to acknowledge the importance of the feline
police force!

History of Police Cats in the UK

Petting a cat has a positive calming
effect on people who are
experiencing anxiety. A cat’s ability
to lower the stress levels of their
coworkers makes them an asset to
police teams.

Reagan (above) was on duty 24/7
for more than a decade, but he had
no trouble transitioning from work to
retirement.

For decades, police stations in the United Kingdom would
routinely adopt and house felines. They were referred to as
station cats and their job description was quite
straightforward: to keep the rodent population of the police
station under control. Ridding the stations of mice and rats
was necessary to prevent infestations, which could cause
diseases in humans. With more modern pest-control
methods, this practice was phased out and the station cat’s
job description evolved to an emotional support role.
One of the last cats to hold the traditional position of station
cat in the United Kingdom was a handsome, white cat named
Reagan.
Reagan – London, England
In October 2008, police cat Reagan took his retirement after
11 years of catching rodents at Snow Hill Police Station in
London. He had been adopted by the City of London Police in
1997 when he was just eight months old, along with
companion cat Carter. Their job was to deal with an
infestation of rats and mice at the divisional headquarters.
Both cats had come from the Battersea Rescue Home and
were named after characters from a British police drama TV
series called The Sweeney.
Reagan and Carter were both white and deaf, but their lack of
hearing did not diminish their hunting proficiency. Police
officers monitored and assessed their job performance (via a
tally) and noted that, like most cats, they did their best work at
night. Unfortunately, Carter died unexpectantly at 18 months.
Reagan was left to work alone, but he excelled at his job.
Reagan's prowess earned him a degree of fame, as he was
featured in a TV documentary and had his own Facebook
page.
Upon Reagan’s retirement, his human colleagues at Snow
Hill were keen to have him suitably decorated and his
contribution to their team acknowledged. They arranged for a
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commendation in the form of a service certificate from the
City of London’s Chief Superintendent. The award honours
Reagan’s “purr-fessionalism, commitment and dedication to
duty.”
Reagan enjoyed his retirement in a loving home with the
parents of one of Snow Hill's serving officers.

The New Breed of Police Cats
Law enforcement agencies globally are becoming more
informed about the benefits of felines in the police force.
Although police cats instinctively still catch the occasional
rodent, their primary role is helping their fellow police officers
navigate the rough emotional situations that often come with
the job.
Lemon, Molang, and Oscar are three felines who exemplify
the value of police cats.
Lemon – Kyoto, Japan
A former stray named Lemon became
Japan’s first police cat in 2012, when he
was just a kitten. Prior to joining the police
force, Lemon had been a young, hungry stray
wandering the streets of Kyoto, Japan. Upon
being brought to Yoro police station, Lemon
quickly won the affection of officers and they
adopted him as their official mascot.
In addition to brightening the lives of
colleagues who worked at the station, Lemon
was a valuable asset to the community. More
than 30% of the town's population was made
of up of older residents and, unfortunately,
many were frequently targeted by telephone
scammers who tricked the seniors into turning
over their money to them.
Lemon’s colleague Sergeant Yamada started
to include the police cat in interviews with those who had
been duped, as a way of calming and comforting the victims.
In an interview with a Japanese newspaper, Yamada stated
that Lemon’s presence during interviews made the seniors
feel more at ease and eager to discuss their problems. The
sergeant also said that the seniors tended to listen to his
advice more carefully when the cat was in attendance.
Molang – South Korea
Busan is South Korea’s second biggest city and, sadly, it is
not uncommon for police officers to come across stray or
abandoned animals, particularly cats.
In 2016, one stray cat in particular caught an officer’s
attention when she was seen hanging around the police
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Wearing his official uniform
and an attentive look, Lemon
consoled victims and made it easier
for them to convey information that
might be embarrassing for them.

Source: Buzan Police

The first-ever police cat family has
enjoyed living with a very large and
loving human family of police. In addition to being fed and cared-for, each
cat was supplied with its own uniform.

The Buzan police force named the
pregnant cat they adopted Molang,
which means "don't know," because no
one knew where she had come from.
She gave birth to four beautiful,
healthy kittens with a little help from
her coworkers.

station for days. The police officers were puzzled as to why
she seemed to be so focused on the police building.
Eventually, officers noticed she was pregnant and they
realized the cat was looking for a protected place to give
birth to her babies—and what safer place than a police
station!
The officers decided to give the cat (who they named
Molang) a temporary shelter in the police building, a haven
where she could deliver her babies. As it turned out, it was
not to be just a short-term home for her. From the moment
Molang entered the building, she captured the officers’
affection and ultimately she became a permanent addition to
the stations purr-sonnel.
Upon the arrival of the mama-to-be cat, officers created a
cozy maternity ward and provided for all Molang’s needs in
order to keep her healthy and happy. When the kittens were
born, staff performed traditional midwife duties, including
cutting the umbilical cords on the four newborn kittens.
As the kittens grew, the staff was very involved with their
well-being, playing with and feeding them, and making each
cat its own bed out of a box. Everyone at the station became
so attached to the feline family that they adopted the kittens
and their mom and made them their station’s mascots.
Oscar – England
An adorable black-and-white cat named Oscar has been an
invaluable member of the Holmfirth Police Station since
2018. We contacted Police Community Officer Karen
Giwisser, who oversees Oscar’s social media accounts, and
she gave us the background story of Oscar and his ongoing
contribution to the Holmfirth Police Station.
“Our PC (police cat) Oscar came to us approximately twoand-a-half years ago. He kept hanging round the station a
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lot, and it came to light that he belonged to a family that lived
at the rear of Holmfirth Police Station. However, It seemed
Oscar had decided he was going to make the station his new
home, and his previous owner agreed to let us adopt him, as
she was moving away from the area.
“After a vote by the station personnel and with the approval
of the then-Chief Constable of West Yorkshire Police, Dee
Collins, the station officially became Oscar’s new home.
Oscar took up residence in the locker room in our drying
room, as it’s nice and warm in there, but he has many places
he likes to sleep, as you can imagine.
“All the officers working at the station look after Oscar and
pay towards his food and veterinary costs. We have a Rota
24/7 (rotating shift schedule), so we all know who feeds him
and when—otherwise, he would have 30 meals a day! Haha.
“Oscar is an absolute pleasure to have around and, when we
have been to an incident, he is always there to greet us when
we return. Oscar is an absolute asset to the station and we
value him as a team member. He is great for our mental
health, and also a great pest controller.
“We are delighted he chose to make his home with us at
Holmfirth Police Station as part of West Yorkshire Police. I
started Oscar’s Twitter account, as a bit of a joke initially, but
it really took off and I think it’s shows a different side to the
police, as it enables me to incorporate police duties, etc. and
a bit of humour at the same time.

Oscar’s coworkers at the
Holmfirth Police Station provide
him with excellent care. In
addition to meeting his physical
needs, his spiritual life is
overseen by Police Chaplain
Thomeck.

“Thanks so much for showing an interest in our lovely Pawficer Oscar the Paw-trolling cat that we love dearly!”
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Oscar is a four-and-a-half-year-old British shorthair who has captured the hearts of his fellow police officers.
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W h y D i d Yo u S a y T h at ?
We use idioms every day, often without considering their
origin. Some cat-specific expressions date back centuries,
an indication of just how long cats have been a part of our
world. Below are background stories for a few common
catchphrases.

While the Cat's Away, the Mice Will Play

CATCHY CATCHPHRASES ABOUND
Feline expressions have been
incorporated into every aspect
of our culture. When the Cat’s
Away is a Mickey Mouse
animated short film, first
released May 3, 1929.
The phrase the cat that swallowed
the canary as a symbol of smug
satisfaction is referred to in the
1930s Christmas card below.

MEANING: When someone in charge is away, subordinates
will take advantage of it.
This rhyming expression is believed to derive from a
mediaeval Latin saying that translates as “When the cat
sleeps, the mouse leaves its hole, rejoicing.”
The adage gave rise to similar expressions in many different
languages. Although the phrases have slightly different literal
meanings and terminology, the idea is the same.
Russian : “Without a cat, there is freedom for mice.”
German: “When the cat is out of the house, then the mice
dance upon the table.”
Spanish: “As when the cat is not here, the mice have a
party.”
The saying first appeared in print in 1607 in Thomas
Heywood’s stage play, A Woman Killed with Kindness:
“There’s an old proverb—when the cat’s away, the mouse
may play.”
Even today, the proverb is so familiar that frequently we only
have to quote the first line “When the cat’s away,” and the
second part is inherently understood.

Looking Like the Cat that Swallowed the Canary
MEANING: Someone looks very proud or satisfied about
something he or she has done.
The earliest published version of this phrase seems to date
back to the late 1800s. Several newspapers in Australia, the
UK, and America referred to the cat and the canary in a joke
that was popular in humour columns at the time:
Father: That cat made an awful noise in the back garden
last night.
Son: Yes, sir. I guess that since he ate the canary, he
thinks he can sing.
By 1910, the phase was being used in the context we know
today. It appeared in a New York Times article published on
April 30th entitled "Cotton Bulls Stand Shock of Deliveries."
In the op-ed piece, the author made mention of a man who
"talked freely and carried the smile of the cat that swallowed
the canary."
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Cat Nap
MEANING: A short sleep.
In the early 1800s, people began using this term to describe
short periods of sleep during the day that were similar to
those cats have.
Later, in 1916, the expression was used in the book The Son
of Tarzan by Edgar Rice Burroughs: “Often before had it
supported his sleepy head, and now he leaned back to enjoy
the forbidden pleasure of a cat nap.”

Grinning Like a Cheshire Cat
MEANING: To grin very broadly and persistently, especially
with a smug, mischievous, or self-satisfied manner.
There are numerous theories about the origin of the phrase
"grinning like a Cheshire Cat" in English history. A possible
origin of the phrase is one favoured by the people of
Cheshire, a county in England that boasts numerous dairy
farms; Cheshire cats grin because of the abundance of milk
and cream.
The first known appearance of the expression in literature is
in Francis Grose's A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar
Tongue, published in 1788: “Cheshire cat. He grins like a
Cheshire cat—said of anyone who shows his teeth and
gums in laughing.”
The term was referred to in other books in the 18th century
and became more popular when Lewis Carroll's Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland was published in 1865.
The fictional Cheshire Cat character had the ability to
disappear, but his wide smile would remain after the rest of
his body had vanished. In the book, Alice says to the
Duchess, “I didn’t know that Cheshire cats always grinned;
in fact, I didn’t know that cats COULD grin.”

Fat Cat
MEANING: A wealthy and powerful person, typically one
involved in business or politics.
The word was first used in the United States in the 1920s to
describe rich political donors.
The term's coinage for political purposes has been attributed
to Frank Kent, a writer for the Baltimore Sun, whose essay
"Fat Cats and Free Rides" appeared in the American
Mercury, a magazine of commentary run by H. L. Mencken.
A Fat Cat is a man of large means and slight political
experience who, having reached middle age, and
success in business, and finding no further thrill, sense or
satisfaction in the mere piling up of more millions,
develops a yearning for some sort of public honor, and is
willing to pay for it.
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The idea of a grinning Cheshire
cat was popularized by the
character named just that—
Cheshire Cat—in Lewis Carroll's
novel Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.
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In the United Kingdom, the term is also used to refer to
executives whose pay is deemed by others to be excessive.

Cat’s Meow and Cat’s Pajamas
MEANING: Used to describe someone or something
splendid or stylish.
These phrases also became popular in the 1920s, and
American cartoonist Thomas Aloysius "Tad" Dorgan has
been credited with coining these slang terms to describe
someone or something wonderful or remarkable.
Dorgan is also credited with many other creative words:
cheaters (eyeglasses); skimmer (a hat); hard-boiled (tough
and unsentimental); drugstore cowboys (loafers or ladies'
men); nickel-nurser (a miser); as busy as a one-armed
paperhanger (overworked); and Yes, we have no bananas,
which was turned into a popular song.

Cool Cat

The jazzy cool cat was epitomized
by a cartoon character created
by director Alex Lovy for Warner
Bros. Seven Arts Animation. His
first appearance was in the eponymous short film Cool Cat in
1967.

MEANING: Someone, usually a man, who is regarded as
hip and cool. (Cat as a slang term for a man is commonly
associated with jazz music.)
The term cool cat entered the language in the 1940s. The
digital Oxford English Dictionary says that the slang that
references “cats” as people who appreciate jazz dates back
to 1936; the use of “cool” in reference to jazz music
appeared in 1947. The mashup “cool cat” occurred soon
thereafter.
The term cool cat regained popularity in the 1950s, along
with other slang terms, such as cruisin’ for a bruisin’,
knuckle sandwich, Daddy-O, burn rubber, party pooper,
ankle biter, and got it made in the shade.

Pictures? Stories? Tips?
We would love to hear from you so we can include your photo and story in our Mewsletter. Please
contact us at contact@forgottenones.ca and include the word Mewsletter in the subject line.

How to donate through Your Employer
Many companies believe in corporate social responsibility and support local charities. As an extension
of corporate philanthropy, matching gift programs are designed to be the means by which businesses
encourage employee charitable giving. Companies match donations made by
employees to a wide range of not-for-profit organizations. As a registered
charity, Forgotten Ones is an eligible recipient of the matching gift funds.
In addition, if you donate to United Way, you can also request that your contribution be directed to us.
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Mew-ternity Ward Fundraiser
Mamma Lila and Kittens

Kitten season refers to the time of year when many litters of kittens are born.
The first kitten births coincide with the start of spring, and we already have three
litters in our care!
Please support our efforts to raise money for our feline maternity ward. We are
currently attending to the needs of Mamma Chloe, Mamma Lila, Mamma Ester,
and 10 kittens. We also have expectant mammas Blueberry, Mimosa and Rose
in Forgotten Ones foster homes. All cats and kittens are healthy and doing well!
Your monetary donation will help provide for the ward’s veterinary costs, including check-ups, blood tests, vaccines, and spay\neuter surgery.
To donate through CanadaHelps, click on canadahelps.org

Our goal is to raise $10,000 by April 18, 2021!
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CAT-IVATING UPDATES
Sam and Jeremy - Delightfully Different
We learned about Sam (then called Eddie) from Forgotten
Ones’ website and then met him at a PetSmart adoptathon. He
just melted into our arms and purred away. After we adopted
him, it only took a couple of days for him to feel at home.

Sam and Jeremy

Sam needed a companion, and that’s when we found and
adopted Matty. Sam took to Matty immediately and started
grooming him on the spot. They quickly bonded, and spent
their days playing and snoozing together. They were
inseparable! Sadly, a year after Matty joined us, he passed
away quite suddenly. Sam missed Matty so-o-o-o-o much and
was spending all day dragging himself around the house. It was
heartbreaking to watch him. Sam really needed a playmate.

We went to PetSmart and volunteer Laura introduced us to the
fireball that is Jeremy. We fell in love with him right away! When we brought him home, Jeremy walked
out of his carrier, zoomed back and forth through the tunnel that our other cats had ignored, and within
hours had collapsed with us on the couch. Sam, being very wise and totally Zen, was hesitant of
Jeremy at first, but soon joined in the fun. They now rule the roost!
Jeremy is very smart and very active. He comes when called (mostly) and quickly had us trained to do
his bidding. Sam is easy-going; he just keeps calm and carries on. He is the master, Jeremy is his
“Grasshopper.” Both cuddle on their terms and love belly rubs. They sit on the windowsill or at the walk
-out doors and watch the world go by. They are our joy! ~ Mary-Jo and Andrew

Puccino - A Passion for Pats
My good friend Kim volunteers with Forgotten Ones. In 2019 I
was talking about my frustration at not finding a cat to adopt.
She pulled up the Forgotten Ones webpage and there was the
cute, shy face of a handsome boy then named Sesame. Kim
observed the cat was as exotic as my husband and me. A
couple of days later, she invited me to meet Sesame (to be
renamed Puccino) at the Tru Pet store in Richmond Hill. I was
there first thing that day—and the rest is history.
I immediately fell love with Puccino’s blue eyes. Also, when I
first met him, although he was scared and very cautious, he
sat on my lap for a whole five minutes and started purring.
Puccino is crazy about cuddles. He demands them. Before
any meal, no matter how much he likes the food or how
hungry he may be, he won’t touch his bowl unless he gets
pets. He needs to nourish his heart before his stomach.
It took about three months after we brought him home for Puccino to feel comfortable, so it was
rewarding the first time we could cuddle him. When he started sleeping with us at night, it made us
feel like proud parents. And, in this past year of COVID and social distancing, he has given us so
much emotional warmth and has given us such wonderful company! He has also provided a structure
to our day (animals are such creatures of habit) and distracted us with his playfulness. By the way, we
named him Puccino because he is cappuccino-coloured! ~ Rosaria
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